Russellville Elementary - Third Grade Math
Russellville Elementary 3rd grade Math - veronica.beucler@elsd.us
These are online items that the students will work on due to our extended time off from school. I
am also sending home packets in case you don’t have internet access. You have the choice to
do the online activities or the packets, but your student DOES NOT do both. There are 10
different packets to choose from and they can choose to do them in any order. Ideally, one
packet per day is what is required, but they can choose to do at their pace as long as all are
completed and returned to school in their provided folder when we return.
1. Study Island Math - they should have all the lessons in category 2, 3, and 5 completed.
If not they need to finish any of those lessons.  DO NOT do any of the lessons in
category 4 (fractions) or category 6 (geometry). These are new concepts that we have
not completely covered yet.
2. Splash Math (Splash Learning) - there are several lessons that have been assigned
and added to their page that are concepts that have already been covered. They need
to complete any of the lessons that have been assigned. Some of the students have
been keeping up with these while given time in class, but some have not. Ideally they
should try to complete 2 assignments daily.
3. Mobymax Math - there have been lessons assigned in Moby Max that are a review of
taught concepts. They need to click on the assignment button which is a sheet of paper
at the top when they sign in to find their assignments. Ideally they should complete 2
assignments daily.
4.

 plus Math is a great site where they can go and practice all of their fact fluency. They
A
do not have to sign into this, they just need to do a search for Aplus Math in the search
engine. This is a recommendation to use if they want to practice their math facts.

5. XtraMath - this is a website that they do have to sign into with a password. They can
only do this once a day. They are practicing their facts right now on this website. They
will just type in XtraMath in the search engine.
6. Prodigy - This a website we use for practice of concepts of skills in a fun way. The
students may do this if they have all the other lessons or skills done for the day.

The students login codes for all online sites are on the back of this sheet.
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Splash Math login  code to login -

 Study Island login

Username -

username -

Password -

password -

Xtramath login 

 Prodigy login

Username -

username -

Password -

password-

Mobymax login
Username Password -

